
 

 
 

-  REQUIRED FOR ALL MRD MEMBERS - 
 

The Marching Royal Dukes use the Ultimate Drill Book Pro app for a convenient, 
reliable, and informative drill-learning experience. Please review the details below 
and make sure you have UDB installed on your phone. 
 

WHAT DOES IT DO? 
 

With this app, each individual is able to: 
1.  View the drill sets and access your coordinates 
3.  Animate each move while your position is highlighted 
4.  Retrieve updated drill sets/coordinates immediately 
5.  Upload music PDF and sync with your drill 
 

WHY DO WE USE IT? 
 

MORE EFFICIENT: You can have this information available to you at all times, and all new 
drill or updates to current drill charts will be automatically available.   
 

MORE INFORMATIVE: Not only does this app provide you with your coordinates, it also 
provides instructions and important drill set information. It allows you to view drill sets (big 
picture) and see your coordinates/instructions for each move/set. It also provides animation 
for the entire band and each individual member if desired. With the UDB app, we can 
include Music PDFs as well as interface our season calendar and attendance if desired. 
 

HOW DO YOU GET IT? 
  

 
 

! ! ! THE APP IS FREE FOR YOU ! ! ! 
Instructions for getting started are provided below. 



CREATING YOUR ACCOUNT 
 

1. Download the UDB PRO app from your app store. 
 

2. At the bottom of the sign-in screen, select “SIGN UP” 
 

3. Enter our ENSEMBLE CODE: jmu23p579 
 

4. Enter our ENSEMBLE PASSWOD: jmu23p305e 
 

5. Customize and Finalize your account 

 

 

 

Please UPLOAD A CLEAR PROFILE PICTURE of yourself so the staff can 
accurately identify you for effective teaching during rehearsals. 

 

TUTORIALS 
 

For more information about the app, please visit the UDB tutorials 
website and review some of the helpful videos they have posted. 

http://ultimatedrillbook.com/udbapp-tutorials/ 
 

NOW THAT YOU HAVE THE APP . . . 
 

Because we will be using your phone during all rehearsals, and  
we rehearse outside RAIN (or snow) OR SHINE . . . 

 

 Please make sure to have clear plastic Ziploc bags with you  
AT ALL TIMES in order to protect your device from potential 

weather conditions. Consider keeping extras in your case/bag. 


